
BENEFITS

Monitor all your Power Platform resources from a central 
point;

Learn how to start taking advantage of governance 
capabilities within Power Platform;

Define internal guidelines to promote development best 
practices;

Learn how you can build a governance model focusing on 
monitoring, security, administrative management and 
application lifecycle management;

Understand the governance foundations of the Microsoft 
Power Platform;

Learn how you set up policies to enhance security for all 
your data;

Work together with us on scenarios specific to your business;

Get guidance on governance model design, implementation 
and monitoring;

Define your environment strategy;

Empower your team with the right tools to assure your 
Power Platform adoption framework is thriving. 

TECHNOLOGIES

IS YOUR TEAM INDEPENDENT ENOUGH TO IMPLEMENT NEW PROCESSES?

As the number of companies using low-code development platforms increases, there’s also an 
increasing need to ground these platforms in governance capabilities. When adopting Microsoft 
Power Platform, it’s crucial to ensure that themes such as security and compliance are addressed 
right from the beginning. Defining a governance strategy is the first step to become independent 
while managing your company resources.

Leveraging our know-how and experience with this platform, Xpand IT has pre-packaged this Power 
Engagement targeting specific governance needs, helping you take advantage of all Power 
Platform components with the certainty that there’s a secure and robust governance model behind it.
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Click Here to talk with an Expert
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As a global company specialised in Big Data, Business Intelligence & Analytics, Collaboration Solutions, CRM, Custom Development, Data Science, Digital Xperience, 
Middleware and User Experience, we have top services and significant national and international clients.
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RAMP-UP & EXECUTION ENGAGEMENT

Understand the governance foundations of the Microsoft Power Platform:

    - The purpose and importance of governance models;

    - Governance and development best practices;

Get started with Power Platform Architecture overview;

Learn how you can build a governance model focusing on monitoring, security, 
administrative management and application lifecycle management:

    - Map specific use cases within your organisation;

    - Define specific policies for your business reality;

    - Set monitoring and security rules;

Discuss concepts such as enterprise management and application life cycle management 
to guarantee the ongoing team commitment in the adoption of Power Platform;

Define internal guidelines to promote development best practices;

Deploy Centre of Excellence in your organisation’s tenant; 

Learn how you set up policies to enhance security for all your data.

INTRODUCTORY ENGAGEMENT

Understand the governance foundations of the Microsoft Power Platform:
    - The purpose and importance of governance models;

    - Governance and development best practices;

Get started with Power Platform Architecture overview;

Learn how to start taking advantage of governance capabilities within Power 
Platform;

Discuss concepts such as enterprise management and application life cycle 
management to guarantee the ongoing team commitment in the adoption of Power 
Platform;

Work together with us on scenarios specific to your business.
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* Prices don’t include VAT.
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